Amoena Energy Cosmetic Breast Form
Here’s a fact: No one wants to sweat behind her breast form. Now women have a more
natural-looking solution to this common dilemma: the Amoena Energy Cosmetic breast form.
The 2015 addition to the Amoena breast form portfolio features the well-known
temperature-equalizing technology of Comfort+, which pulls heat away from your body and
stores it inside the form, as well as a raised-pearl design on the back, which encourages airflow
around the form. It’s a perfect choice if she:
● Lives in a warmer climate.
● Works out everyday/regularly or is very active.
● Experiences hot flashes due to early menopause triggered by chemo.

Results after Researches
In fact, a study published in the journal Orthopädie-Technik in November of 2014 offers several
proof points that Amoena Energy breast forms perform better than other manufacturers’
breast forms when under heated conditions. Dr. Dirk Muscat of the University of Applied
Sciences, Rosenheim (Germany) conducted research using infrared cameras to show where
heat occurs after a period of time, and how well the breast form holds heat inside, away from
your body (see figures 1-4).
Figure.1
Infrared imaging shows two breast forms, the Amoena Energy
on the left and another manufacturer’s on the right, after
being heated for 30 minutes.The blue area on the Amoena
form shows that the temperature has stayed lower, compared
to the competitor’s form.
Figure.2
After heating 60 minutes.On the left you can see that the
temperature of the Energy Breast Form is much cooler (green
area) than the other brand.

Figure.3
The forms have been heated for 100 minutes; this image
shows the starting point for the cooling test.

Figure.4
After 20 minutes of cooling, the Amoena Energy form is
holding more heat inside (and therefore is warmer) than the
other form; in other words, the Energy form is not distributing
heat quickly back to the wearer’s chest.

Women love it
Energy Cosmetic boasts another superior feature, as well: A very thin “cosmetic” layer of soft,
standard silicone on the front that looks so real, even in the sheerest bras, it’s nearly invisible
and very difficult to tell it apart from a natural breast. Like the Natura Cosmetic breast form, it
features the reduced weight, InTouch soft silicone on the inside combined with the natural
front layer: Making the form move and feel like a natural breast.

